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Abstract. Information retrieval from web and XML document collec-
tions is ever more focused on returning entities instead of web pages
or XML elements. There are many research fields involving named en-
tities; one such field is known as entity ranking, where one goal is to
rank entities in response to a query supported with a short list of en-
tity examples. In this paper, we describe our approach to ranking entities
from the Wikipedia XML document collection. Our approach utilises the
known categories and the link structure of Wikipedia, and more impor-
tantly, exploits link co-occurrences to improve the effectiveness of entity
ranking. Using the broad context of a full Wikipedia page as a base-
line, we evaluate two different algorithms for identifying narrow contexts
around the entity examples: one that uses predefined types of elements
such as paragraphs, lists and tables; and another that dynamically iden-
tifies the contexts by utilising the underlying XML document structure.
Our experiments demonstrate that the locality of Wikipedia links can
be exploited to significantly improve the effectiveness of entity ranking.
1 Introduction
The traditional entity extraction problem is to extract named entities from plain
text using natural language processing techniques or statistical methods and
intensive training from large collections. The primary goal is to tag those entities
and use the tag names to support future information retrieval. Entity ranking has
recently emerged as a research field that aims at retrieving entities as answers
to a query. Here the goal is not to tag the names of the entities in documents
but rather to get back a list of the relevant entity names. It is a generalisation
of the expert search task explored by the TREC Enterprise track [14], except
that instead of ranking people who are experts in the given topic, other types
of entities such as organisations, countries, or locations can also be retrieved
and ranked. For example, the query “European countries where I can pay with
Euros” should return a list of entities representing relevant countries, and not a
list of entities about the Euro and similar currencies.
The Initiative for the Evaluation of XML retrieval (INEX) has a new track
on entity ranking, using Wikipedia as its XML document collection [7]. Two
tasks are explored by the INEX 2007 entity ranking track: entity ranking, which
aims at retrieving entities of a given category that satisfy a topic described in
natural language text; and list completion, where given a topic text and a small
number of entity examples, the aim is to complete this partial list of answers.
The inclusion of the target category (in the first task) and entity examples (in
the second task) makes these quite different tasks from the task of full-text
retrieval, and the combination of the query and entity examples (in the second
task) makes it quite different from the task addressed by an application such as
Google Sets3 where only entity examples are provided.
In this paper, we describe our approach to ranking entities from the Wikipedia
XML document collection. Our approach is based on the following principles:
1. A good entity page is a page that answers the query (or a query extended
with entity examples).
2. A good entity page is a page associated with categories close to the categories
of the entity examples.
3. A good entity page is pointed to by a page answering the query; this is an
adaptation of the HITS [10] algorithm to the problem of entity ranking.
4. A good entity page is pointed to by contexts with many occurrences of the
entity examples. A broad context could be the full page that contains the
entity examples, while smaller and more narrow contexts could be elements
such as paragraphs, lists, or tables.
Specifically, we focus on whether the locality of Wikipedia links around entity
examples can be exploited to improve the effectiveness of entity ranking.
2 Related work
In this section, we review some related work on link analysis and entity disam-
biguation and extraction.
Link analysis To calculate the similarity between a document and a query,
most information retrieval (IR) systems use statistical information concerning
the distribution of the query terms, both within the document and the collection
as a whole. However, in hyperlinked environments, such as the World Wide Web
and Wikipedia, link analysis is important. PageRank [3] and HITS [10] are two
of the most popular algorithms that use link analysis to improve web search.
We use the idea behind PageRank and HITS in our approach; however, in-
stead of counting every possible link referring to an entity page in the collection
(as with PageRank), or building a neighbourhood graph (as with HITS), we only
consider pages that are pointed to by a selected number of top-ranked pages for
the query. This also makes our link ranking algorithm to be query-dependent
(just like HITS), which allows for it to be dynamically calculated at query time.
3 http://labs.google.com/sets
Cai et al. [4] recognise that most popular linkrank algorithms treat a web page
as a single node, despite the fact that the page may contain multiple semantic
blocks. Using the visual presentation of a page to extract the semantic structure,
they adapted PageRank and HITS to deal with block nodes rather than full page
nodes. Nie et al. [12] propose a topical link analysis model that formalises the
idea of splitting the credit (the authority score) of a source page into different
topics based on topical distribution. Our entity ranking approach is based on a
similar idea, except that instead of using topics for discrimination we use list-like
contexts around the entity examples.
Entity disambiguation and extraction Kazama and Torisawa [9] explore
the use of Wikipedia as external knowledge to improve named entity recogni-
tion, by using the first sentence of a Wikipedia page to infer the category of
the entity attached to that page. These categories are then used as features in
their named entity tagger. We do not use inferred categories in our approach;
instead, we use categories that were explicitly associated with the entity page by
Wikipedia authors. Cucerzan [6] also uses Wikipedia for entity disambiguation
by exploiting (amongst other features) co-references in static contexts such as ti-
tles, links, paragraphs and lists. Callan and Mitamura [5] investigate if the entity
extraction rules can be dynamically generated. Their rules are based on heuris-
tics exploiting a few pre-defined HTML contexts such as lists and tables. The
contexts are weighted according to the number of contained examples; the best
contexts are then used to dynamically extract new data. We use pre-defined con-
texts in our entity ranking approach; however, we also develop a new algorithm
that dynamically determines the contexts around entity examples.
ESTER [2] was recently proposed as a system for searching text, entities and
relations. ESTER relies on the Wikipedia links to identify the entities and on the
context of the links for disambiguation (using 20 words around the anchor text
instead of just the anchor text). This approach primarily focuses on improving
the efficiency of the proposed system, while we are more interested in improving
the effectiveness of entity ranking.
3 The Wikipedia XML document collection
Wikipedia is a well known web-based, multilingual, free content encyclopedia
written collaboratively by contributors from around the world. As it is fast grow-
ing and evolving it is not possible to use the actual online Wikipedia for experi-
ments, and so we need a stable collection to do evaluation experiments that can
be compared over time. Denoyer and Gallinari [8] have developed an XML-based
corpus based on a snapshot of the Wikipedia, which has been used by various
INEX tracks in 2006. It differs from the real Wikipedia in some respects (size,
document format, category tables), but it is a very realistic approximation.
Entities in Wikipedia In Wikipedia, an entity is generally associated with an
article (a Wikipedia page) describing this entity. For example, there is a page for
“The euro . . . is the official currency of the Eurozone (also known as the Euro Area),
which consists of the European states of Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovenia and Spain,
and will extend to include Cyprus and Malta from 1 January 2008.”
Fig. 1. Extract from the Euro Wikipedia page
every country, most famous people or organisations, places to visit, and so forth.
In Wikipedia nearly everything can be seen as an entity with an associated page.
The entities have a name (the name of the corresponding page) and a unique
ID in the collection. When mentioning such an entity in a new Wikipedia article,
authors are encouraged to link every occurrence of the entity name to the page
describing this entity. For example, in the Euro page (see Fig. 1), all the under-
lined hypertext links can be seen as occurrences of entities that are each linked to
their corresponding pages. In this figure, there are 18 entity references of which
15 are country names; more specifically, these countries are all “European Union
member states”, which brings us to the notion of category in Wikipedia.
Categories in Wikipedia Wikipedia offers categories that authors can as-
sociate with Wikipedia pages. New categories can also be created by authors,
although they have to follow Wikipedia recommendations in both creating new
categories and associating them with pages. When searching for entities it is nat-
ural to take advantage of the Wikipedia categories since they would give a hint
on whether the retrieved entities are of the expected type. For example, when
looking for entities “authors”, pages associated with the category “Novelist” may
be more relevant than pages associated with the category “Book”.
4 Our entity ranking approach
We are addressing the task of ranking entities in answer to a query supplied
with a few examples (task 2). However, our approach can also be used for entity
ranking tasks where the category of the target entities is given and no examples
are provided (task1).
Our approach to identifying and ranking entities combines: (1) the full-text
similarity of the entity page with the query; (2) the similarity of the page’s
categories with the categories of the entity examples; and (3) the link contexts
found in the top ranked pages returned by a search engine for the query.
4.1 Architecture
Our entity ranking approach involves several modules and functions that are
used for processing a query, submitting it to the search engine, applying our
entity ranking algorithms, and finally returning a ranked list of entities. We
used Zettair4 as our choice for a full-text search engine. Zettair is a full-text
IR system developed by RMIT University, which returns pages ranked by their
similarity scores to the query. Zettair is “one of the most complete engines”
according to a recent comparison of open source search engines [11]. We used
the Okapi BM25 similarity measure which was shown to be very effective on the
INEX 2006 Wikipedia test collection [1].
The architecture of our approach is described as follows. The topic module
takes an INEX topic as input and generates the corresponding Zettair query
and the list of entity examples (as one option, the names of the entity examples
may be added to the query). The search module sends the query to Zettair and
returns a list of scored Wikipedia pages. The link extraction module extracts the
links to target entities from a selected number of highly ranked pages, together
with the information about the paths of the links (using an XPath notation). The
linkrank module calculates a weight for a target entity based on (amongst other
factors) the number of links to this entity and the number of entity examples
that appear in the context of the link. The category similarity module calculates
a weight for a target entity based on the similarity of its categories with that
of the entity examples. The full-text IR module calculates a weight for a target
entity based on its initial Zettair score. Finally, the global score for a target
entity is calculated as a linear combination of three normalised scores coming
out of the last three modules.
The above architecture provides a general framework for entity ranking which
allows for replacing some modules by more advanced modules, or by providing a
more efficient implementation of a module. It also uses an evaluation module to
assist in tuning the modules by varying the parameters and to globally evaluate
the entity ranking approach.
4.2 Score functions and parameters
The global score of an entity page is derived by combining three separate scores:
a linkrank score, a category score, and a full-text similarity score.
LinkRank score The linkrank function calculates a score for a page, based
on the number of links to this page, from the first N pages returned by the
search engine in response to the query. The parameter N has been kept to a
relatively small value mainly for performance purposes, since Wikipedia pages
contain many links that would need to be extracted. We carried out experiments
with different values of the parameter N, by varying it between 5 and 100 with
a step of 5, and found that N=20 was a good compromise between performance
and discovering more potentially good entities.
The linkrank function can be implemented in a variety of ways; we have
implemented a linkrank function that, for a target entity page t, takes into
account the Zettair score of the referring page z(p), the number of distinct entity
4 http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
examples in the referring page #ent(p), and the locality of links around the entity
examples:
SL(t) =
N
∑
r=1

z(pr) · g(#ent(pr)) ·
∑
lt∈L(pr,t)
f(lt, cr|cr ∈ C(pr))

 (1)
where g(x) = x + 0.5 (we use 0.5 to allow for cases where there are no entity
examples in the referring page); lt is a link that belongs to the set of links
L(pr, t) that point to the target entity t from the page pr; cr is a context around
entity examples that belongs to a set of contexts C(pr) found for the page pr;
and f(lt, cr) represents the weight associated to the link lt that belongs to the
context cr. The contexts are explained in full detail in sub-section 4.3.
The weighting function f(lr, cr) is represented as follows:
f(lr, cr) =





1 if cr = pr (the context is the full page)
1 + #ent(cr) if cr = er (the context is an XML element)
Category similarity score To calculate the category similarity score, we use
a very basic similarity function that computes the ratio of common categories
between the set of categories associated with the target page cat(t) and the set
of the union of the categories associated with the entity examples cat(E):
SC(t) =
|cat(t) ∩ cat(E)|
|cat(E)|
(2)
Z score The full-text (Z) score assigns the initial Zettair score to a target entity
page. If the target entity does not appear among the initial ranked list of pages
returned by Zettair, then its Z score is zero:
SZ(t) =





z(t) if page t was returned by Zettair
0 otherwise
(3)
Global score The global score S(t) for a target entity page is calculated as a
linear combination of three scores, the linkrank score SL(t), the category simi-
larity score SC(t), and the Z score SZ(t):
S(t) = αSL(t) + βSC(t) + (1 − α − β)SZ(t) (4)
where α and β are two parameters that can be tuned differently depending on
the entity retrieval task.
We consider some special cases that allow us to evaluate the effectiveness of
each module: α = 1, β = 0, which uses only the linkrank score; α = 0, β = 1,
which uses only the category score; and α = 0, β = 0, which uses only the Z
score.5 More combinations of the two parameters are explored in the tuning
phase of our approach (section 5).
4.3 Exploiting locality of links
The main assumption behind the idea of exploiting locality of links in entity
ranking is that references to entities (links) located in close proximity to the
entity examples, which typically appear in list-like contexts, are more likely
to represent relevant entities than links that appear in other parts of the page.
Here, the notion of list refers to grouping together objects of the same (or similar)
nature. The aim is therefore to assign a bigger weight to links that co-occur with
links to entity examples in such list-like contexts.
Consider the example of the Euro page shown in Fig. 1. Let us assume that
the topic is “European countries where I can pay with Euros”, and France,
Germany and Spain are three entity examples. We see that the 15 countries that
are members of the Eurozone are all listed in the same paragraph with the three
entity examples. In fact, there are other contexts in this page where those 15
countries also co-occur together. By contrast, although there are a few references
to the United Kingdom in the Euro page, it does not occur in the same context
as the three examples (except for the page itself).
Statically defined contexts We have identified three types of elements that
correspond to list-like contexts in the Wikipedia XML document collection: para-
graphs (tag p); lists (tags normallist, numberlist, and definitionlist); and
tables (tag table). We design two algorithms for identifying the static contexts:
one that identifies the context on the basis of the leftmost occurrence of the
pre-defined tags (StatL), and another that uses the rightmost occurrence of
the pre-defined tags to identify the context (StatR). We do this to investigate
whether the recursive occurrences of the same tag, as often found in many XML
documents in the INEX Wikipedia collection, has an impact on the ability to
better identify relevant entities.
Consider Table 1, where the links to entity examples are identified by their
absolute XPath notations. The three non-overlapping elements that will be iden-
tified by the StatL algorithm are the elements p[1], p[3], and normallist[1],
while with the StatR algorithm p[5] will be identified instead of p[3] in addition
to also identifying the other two elements.
The main drawback of the static approach is that it requires a pre-defined
list of element contexts which is totally dependent on the document collection.
The advantage is that, once defined, the list-like contexts are easy to identify.
5 This is not the same as the plain Zettair score, as apart from target entities corre-
sponding to the highest N pages returned by Zettair, the remaining entities are all
generated by extracting links from these pages, which may or may not correspond
to the ranked pages returned by Zettair.
Table 1. List of links referring to entity examples (France, Germany, and Spain),
extracted for the Euro topic.
Page Links
ID Name XPath ID Name
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/p[1]/collectionlink[7] 10581 France
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/p[1]/collectionlink[8] 11867 Germany
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/p[1]/collectionlink[15] 26667 Spain
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/p[3]/p[5]/collectionlink[6] 11867 Germany
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/normallist[1]/item[4]/collectionlink[1] 10581 France
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/normallist[1]/item[5]/collectionlink[2] 11867 Germany
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/normallist[1]/item[7]/collectionlink[1] 26667 Spain
9472 Euro /article[1]/body[1]/normallist[1]/item[8]/collectionlink[1] 26667 Spain
Dynamically defined contexts To determine the contexts dynamically, we
adapted the concept of coherent retrieval elements [13] initially used to identify
the appropriate granularity of elements to return as answers in XML retrieval.
For the list of extracted entities corresponding to entity examples, a Coherent
Retrieval Element (CRE) is defined as an element that represents the lowest
common ancestor (LCA) of at least two entity examples. To identify the CREs,
we sequentially process the list of extracted entity examples by considering every
pair of elements, starting from the first element down to the element preceding
the last element in the list. For each pair of elements, their LCA is chosen to
represent a dynamic context (a CRE). Starting from the first identified CRE,
we filter the overlapping elements and end up with a final list of (one or more)
non-overlapping CREs that represent the dynamically defined contexts for the
page.6 We refer to this algorithm as DynCRE.
For example, the two dynamic contexts that will be identified for the list
of extracted entity examples shown in Table 1 are p[1] and normallist[1].
Although body[1] was also initially identified as a CRE, it was subsequently
filtered from the final list since it overlaps with p[1] (the first identified CRE).
The main advantage of the dynamic approach is that it is independent of the
document collection, and it does not require a pre-defined list of contexts. The
possible drawback is that narrow contexts containing only one entity example
(such as p[5] in Table 1) are never identified.
5 Experimental results
We now present results that investigate the effectiveness of our entity ranking
approach when using different types of contexts around the entity examples.
6 When the page contains exactly one entity example, the document element
(article[1]) is chosen to represent a CRE.
5.1 Test collection
Since there was no existing set of topics with relevance assessments for entity
ranking, we developed our own test collection, which we made available as a
training set for other participants in the INEX 2007 entity ranking track. So for
these experiments we used our own test collection based on a selection of topics
from the INEX 2006 ad hoc track, since most of these topics reflect real-life tasks
represented by queries very similar to the short Web queries. We chose 27 topics
that we considered were of an “entity ranking” nature, where for each page that
had been assessed as containing relevant information, we reassessed whether
or not it was an entity answer, and whether it loosely belonged to a category
of entity we had loosely identified as being the target of the topic. If there
were entity examples mentioned in the original topic these were usually used as
entity examples in the entity topic. Otherwise, a selected number (typically 2
or 3) of entity examples were chosen somewhat arbitrarily from the relevance
assessments. To this set of 27 topics we also added the Euro topic example that
we had created by hand from the original INEX description of the entity ranking
track [7], resulting in total of 28 entity ranking topics.
We use mean average precision (MAP) as our primary method of evaluation,
but also report results using several alternative IR measures: mean of P[5] and
P[10] (mean precision at top 5 or 10 entities returned), and mean R-precision. We
remove the entity examples both from the list of returned answers and from the
relevance assessments, as the task is to find entities other than those provided.
5.2 Full page context
We used the context of the full page to determine suitable values for the param-
eters α and β, and also to try out some minor variations to our entity ranking
approach (such as whether or not to include the names of the entity examples
in the query sent to Zettair).
We calculated MAP over the 28 topics in our test collection, as we varied α
from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. For each value of α, we also varied β from 0 to (1−α) in
steps of 0.1. We found that the highest MAP (0.3570) on this data set is achieved
for α = 0.1 and β = 0.8. We also trained using mean R-precision instead of MAP
as our evaluation measure, but we also observed the same optimal values for the
two parameters.
We used a selected number of runs to carry out a more detailed investigation
of the performance achieved by each independent module and by the optimal
module combination. We also investigated whether adding names of the entity
examples to the query sent to Zettair would have a positive performance impact.
The results of these investigations are shown in Tables 2(Q) and 2(QE).
Several observations can be drawn from these results. First, adding names
of the entity examples to the query sent to Zettair generally performs worse for
all but the linkrank module, for which we see a consistent performance improve-
ment. Second, different optimal values are observed for the two parameters in
the two tables, which suggest that adding the entity examples to the query can
Table 2. Performance scores for runs using the context of the full page, obtained by
different evaluation measures. Queries sent to Zettair include only terms from the topic
title (Q), or terms from the topic title and the names of entity examples (QE). For
each measure, the best performing score is shown in bold.
P[r]
Run 5 10 R-prec MAP
Zettair 0.2286 0.2321 0.2078 0.1718
α0.0–β0.0 0.2286 0.2321 0.2135 0.1780
α0.0–β1.0 0.3643 0.3071 0.3151 0.3089
α1.0–β0.0 0.1571 0.1571 0.1385 0.1314
α0.1–β0.8 0.4714 0.3857 0.3902 0.3570
α0.2–β0.6 0.4357 0.3786 0.3751 0.3453
(Q) Topic title
P[r]
Run 5 10 R-prec MAP
Zettair 0.2000 0.1714 0.1574 0.1427
α0.0–β0.0 0.2000 0.1714 0.1775 0.1533
α0.0–β1.0 0.3357 0.2821 0.2749 0.2674
α1.0–β0.0 0.1857 0.1750 0.1587 0.1520
α0.1–β0.8 0.3357 0.3286 0.3109 0.3140
α0.2–β0.6 0.3429 0.3357 0.3362 0.3242
(QE) Topic title and entity examples
dramatically influence the retrieval performance. Third, we observe that the best
entity ranking approaches are those that combine the ranking evidence from the
three modules (runs α0.1–β0.8 for Q and α0.2–β0.6 for QE). With MAP, these
two runs perform significantly better (p < 0.05) than the plain Zettair full-text
retrieval run, and they are also significantly better than any of the three runs
representing each individual module in our entity ranking approach.
These results therefore show that the global score (the combination of the
three individual scores), optimised in a way to give more weight on the category
score, brings the best value in retrieving the relevant entities for the INEX
Wikipedia document collection. However, the results also show that using only
the linkrank module and the context of the full page results in a very poor entity
ranking strategy, which is why below we also experiment with narrow contexts.
5.3 Static and dynamic contexts
We now investigate whether using smaller and more narrow contexts has a pos-
itive impact on the effectiveness of entity ranking. Tables 3(Q) and 3(QE) show
the results of this investigation. These results reflect the case when only the
linkrank module (α1.0–β0.0) is used by our entity ranking approach.
As in the case with using the full page context, for all the four runs we observe
a consistent performance improvement when names of the entity examples are
added to the query sent to Zettair. Importantly, when compared to the baseline
(the full page context), we observe a substantial increase in performance for the
three runs that use smaller and more narrow contexts, irrespective of the type
of query used. These increases in performance are all statistically significant
(p < 0.05). However, the type of query sent to Zettair (Q or QE) seems to have
an impact on the best performance that could be achieved by these three runs.
Specifically, with MAP the StatL run performs best among the three runs when
only the topic title is used as an input query (Q), while the StatR run is best
when using terms from the topic title and the names of entity examples (QE). In
Table 3. Performance scores for runs using different types of contexts in the linkrank
module (α1.0–β0.0), obtained by different evaluation measures. Queries sent to Zettair
include only terms from the topic title (Q), or terms from the topic title and the names
of entity examples (QE). For each measure, the best performing score is shown in bold.
P[r]
Run 5 10 R-prec MAP
FullPage 0.1571 0.1571 0.1385 0.1314
StatL 0.2143 0.2250 0.2285 0.1902
StatR 0.2214 0.2143 0.2191 0.1853
DynCRE 0.2214 0.2107 0.2152 0.1828
(Q) Topic title
P[r]
Run 5 10 R-prec MAP
FullPage 0.1857 0.1750 0.1587 0.1520
StatL 0.2429 0.2179 0.2256 0.2033
StatR 0.2429 0.2214 0.2248 0.2042
DynCRE 0.2571 0.2107 0.2207 0.1938
(QE) Topic title and entity examples
both cases the DynCRE run achieves the best early precision but overall performs
worst among the three runs, although the differences in performance between
each of the three run pairs are not statistically significant.
Implementing narrow contexts in our linkrank module allows for the locality
of links to be exploited in entity ranking. By changing the context around entity
examples, we would also expect the optimal values for the two combining pa-
rameters to change. We therefore varied the values for α and β and re-calculated
MAP over the 28 topics in our test collection. For the three runs using narrow
contexts we found that the optimal value for α has shifted from 0.1 to 0.2 (in
the case of Q), while for the two static runs the optimal α value was 0.3 (in
the case of QE). In both cases, the optimal value for β was found to be 0.6.
The performances of the three optimal runs were very similar, and all of them
substantially outperformed the optimal run using the full page context.
6 Conclusion and future work
We have presented our entity ranking approach for the INEX Wikipedia XML
document collection which is based on exploiting the interesting structural and
semantic properties of the collection. We have shown in our evaluations that the
use of the categories and the locality of Wikipedia links around entity examples
has a positive impact on the performance of entity ranking.
In the future, we plan to further improve our linkrank algorithm by varying
the number of entity examples and incorporating relevance feedback that we
expect would reveal other useful entities that could be used to identify better
contexts. We also plan to carry out a detailed per-topic error analysis, which
should allow us to determine the effect of the topic type on entity ranking.
Finally, our active participation in the INEX entity ranking track will enable us
to compare the performance of our entity ranking approach to those achieved
by other state-of-the-art approaches.
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